WE SHARE KNOWLEDGE
IT Education Training Center
WWW.SEMOSEDU.COM
“World needs dreamers and the world needs doers. But above all, the world needs dreamers who do.”
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WHO WE ARE

It all began in 1995

1998 - CPLS Microsoft
1998 - Autodesk Authorized Training Center
1999 - Adobe Authorized Training Center
2003 - Microsoft Gold Partner for Learning Solutions
2004 - Cisco Learning Partner
2005 - ClearView Business Training Center (Management Training)
2006 - Academy for Graphic design
2006 - Project Management Training
2007 - Semos Alts - Company in Albania
2008 - ECDL certification
2009 - EC-Council Authorized Training Center
2009 - Java Authorized Training Center
2010 - Academy for Graphic & Web design
2010 - Regional Oracle Approved Training Center
2011 - C & C++ Programming
2011 - Web Development - PHP with MYSQL
2011 - Certiport Authorized Testing Center
2012 - Superbrands choice
2012 - Web Development HTML5 & CSS3
2013 - Vmware Authorized Training Center
2013 - Online Distance Learning Training
2013 - LLPA Leading Learning Partner Association Member
2014 - Autodesk Academic Partner
2015 - Superbrands choice
2015 - Web Development JavaScript
2016 - Superbrands choice
2016 - Accredited Training Provider for ISTQB
2016 - VMedu (Agile Scrum)
2017 - Academy for Interior Design and JavaScript
2017 - DevOps Forerunner and Training Partner
2018 - AWS Authorized Training Partner

WWW.SEMOSEDU.COM
DREAMERS WHO DO

How we do it?

The main task of Semos Education is developing a wide range of courses designed for various end users with a different level of computer technology knowledge. Special attention is given to the cooperation with the companies and institutions, organizing a customized training for them, paying attention to their needs and their internal development. Semos Education also acts as a service for educational support for companies in the region. Equipped with sophisticated information technology and highly educated and experienced training staff, Semos Education sets the standards in education quality.
WHO WE ARE

30 Employees
96 Certified Trainers and Instructors
20 Educational Programs
300 Courses
60,000 Attendees
9 Classrooms
2 Skopje, Belgrade

DREAMERS WHO DO

Approach

Semos Education develops a system of informal IT education, while elevating the rank of the digital literacy of the customers. Together with the learning system, which is developed continuously, Semos Education is coordinating and organizing a system for knowledge certification, in context with the international certification system. Semos Education is a complete educational service in the field of IT as well as other areas like management, marketing etc.
REGIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL PRESENCE

Where do we deliver training?

Macedonia | Albania | Bulgaria | Serbia | Montenegro | Slovenia | Bosnia | Malta | Norway
Denmark | Finland | Estonia | Romania | Spain | Middle East
“An organization’s ability to learn, and translate that learning into action rapidly is the ultimate competitive advantage.”
VALUES

OUR CLIENTS COME FIRST
INNOVATION
KNOWLEDGE
HARDWORK
ETHICS
CREATIVITY

VISION

Deliver above and beyond the expectation of our clients
To be present on the global market
Provide superior education service
Stay on top
Implement High Standards
Never stop innovating

MISION

Scalable training, always in accordance with the development of the IT industry
Partner of the biggest world companies with developed study curriculums
Following the certification tendency and taking part in all the new international certification networks in IT and other areas as well
Extending the educational areas with dynamics dictated from the society development
Development of new client-oriented services, e-support and IT consulting.
Semos Education is Microsoft Gold Certified Partner for Learning Solutions. Semos Education reached this prestigious status demonstrating a superior level of successful implementation of client-oriented expert solutions performed on a corporative level.

The courses delivered in our training center are known as Microsoft Official Curriculum (MOC). They have been created by Microsoft employees, people that are actually involved in the process of developing the software products discussed in the training. The training is performed solely by Microsoft Certified Trainers (MCT), people that have proven their expertise in developing, implementing and supporting of information systems based on Microsoft Technology.

Certifications

Cloud Platform and Infrastructure
- Microsoft Azure
- Cloud Computing
- Linux on Azure
- Windows Server

Mobility
- Windows 10
- System Center

Productivity
- Office 365
- Exchange
- Skype for Business
- SharePoint

Data Management and Analytics
- SQL Server
- Big data
- Machine Learning

App Builder
- Web Applications
- Visual Studio

NEW jobs certification
- Azure Administrator
- Azure Developer
- Azure Architect
- M365
- Modern Desktop
If you are spending time and money on training, you want the best training partner you can get. After all, you want your learning solutions provider to be flexible, knowledgeable and responsive to your specific learning needs. That is why Semos Education became the first and only Microsoft Gold Partner for Learning Solutions. The trainers are all Microsoft Certified Trainers who are knowledgeable in their field and who can deliver training according to Microsoft instructional standards.

As an added value to the official Microsoft training, we offer international Microsoft certification where candidates can test their knowledge and gain an Microsoft certificate.

### Certifications

- **Cloud platform and Infrastructure**
  - Key technologies: Windows Server 2016, Virtualization, Microsoft Azure
  - MCSA: Cloud Platform
  - MSCA: Windows Server 2016
  - MSCE: Cloud Platform and Infrastructure
• **Mobility**
  
  Key technologies: Windows 10, System Center Configuration Manager, Microsoft Intune, Azure Active Directory, EMS - Enterprise Mobility Suite
  
  MCSA: Windows 10
  
  MCSE: Mobility

• **Data Management and Analytics**
  
  Key technologies: SQL Server 2016, Business Intelligence, Big Data, Machine Learning
  
  MCSA: SQL 2016 Database Administration
  
  MCSA: SQL 2016 Database Development
  
  MCSA: SQL 2016 Business Intelligence Development
  
  MCSA: BI Reporting
  
  MCSA: Data Engineering with Azure
  
  MCSA: Machine Learning
  
  MCSE: Data Management and Analytics

• **App Builder**
  
  Key technologies: C#, Mobile Apps, Visual Studio, .NET, Framework 4.5, HTML5, SQLite, CSS3, Javascript, ASP.NET, MVC
  
  MCSA: Web Applications
  
  MCSE: App Builder

• **New Azure certifications**
  
  Microsoft Certified: Azure Administrator Associate
  
  Microsoft Certified: Azure Developer Associate
  
  Microsoft Certified: Azure Solutions Architect Expert

• **New M365 certifications**
  
  Microsoft 365 Certified: Modern Desktop Administrator
  
  Microsoft 365 Certified: Security Administrator Associate
  
  Microsoft 365 Certified: Messaging Administrator Associate
  
  Microsoft 365 Certified: Enterprise Administrator Expert
# Microsoft Courses | Duration | Price

## Windows Server 2016
- [20740](#): Installation, Storage, and Compute with Windows Server 2016 | 40 Classes | 535 EUR
- [20741](#): Networking with Windows Server 2016 | 40 Classes | 535 EUR
- [20742](#): Identity with Windows Server 2016 | 40 Classes | 535 EUR
- [20744](#): Securing Windows Server 2016 | 40 Classes | 680 EUR
- [20743](#): Upgrading Your Skills to MCSA Windows Server 2016 | 40 Classes | 680 EUR
- [20745](#): Implementing a Software-Defined DataCenter | 40 Classes | 680 EUR
- [10961](#): Automating Administration with Windows PowerShell | 40 Classes | 680 EUR

## SQL Server 2016
- [20761](#): Querying Data with Transact-SQL | 40 Classes | 575 EUR
- [20762](#): Developing SQL Databases | 40 Classes | 575 EUR
- [20764](#): Administering a SQL Database Infrastructure | 40 Classes | 575 EUR
- [20765](#): Provisioning SQL Databases | 40 Classes | 575 EUR
- [20767](#): Implementing a SQL Data Warehouse | 40 Classes | 575 EUR
- [20768](#): Developing SQL Data Models | 24 Classes | 500 EUR
- [20773](#): Analyzing Big Data with Microsoft | 24 Classes | 575 EUR
- [20774](#): Perform Cloud Data Science with Azure Machine Learning | 40 Classes | 680 EUR
- [20778](#): Analyzing Data with PowerBI | 24 Classes | 500 EUR
- [20779](#): Analyzing Data with Excel | 24 Classes | 500 EUR
- [20775](#): Performing Data Engineering on Microsoft HD Insight | 40 Classes | 680 EUR
- [20776](#): Performing Big Data Engineering on Microsoft Cloud Services | 40 Classes | 680 EUR
- [10986](#): Updating Your Skills to SQL Server 2016 | 24 Classes | 500 EUR

## Windows 10
- [20695](#): Deploying Windows Desktops and Enterprise Applications | 40 Classes | 680 EUR
- [NEW MD-100](#): Windows 10 | 40 Classes |
- [NEW MD-101](#): Managing Modern Desktops | 40 Classes |

## Office 365 / M365
- [20347](#): Enabling and Managing Office 365 | 40 Classes | 680 EUR
- [NEW MS-100](#): Microsoft 365 Identity and Services | 40 Classes |
- [NEW MS-101](#): Microsoft 365 Mobility and Security | 32 Classes |
NEW MS-200: Planning and Configuring a Messaging Platform | 32 Classes |
NEW MS-201: Implementing a Hybrid and Secure Messaging Platform | 32 Classes |
NEW MS-500: Microsoft 365 Security Administration | 32 Classes |

- **Virtualization**
  20745: Implementing a Software-Defined DataCenter | 40 Classes | 680 EUR

- **Exchange Server 2016**
  20345-1: Administering Microsoft Exchange Server 2016 | 40 Classes | 680 EUR
  20345-2: Designing and Deploying Microsoft Exchange Server 2016 | 40 Classes | 680 EUR

- **SharePoint 2016**
  20339-1: Planning and Administering SharePoint 2016 | 40 Classes | 680 EUR
  20339-2: Advanced Technologies of SharePoint 2016 | 40 Classes | 680 EUR

- **NEW Azure**
  AZ-100: Microsoft Azure Infrastructure and Deployment | 40 Classes | 680 EUR
  AZ-101: Microsoft Azure Integration and Security | 32 Classes | 680 EUR
  AZ-203: Developing Solutions for Microsoft Azure | 40 Classes | 680 EUR
  AZ-300: Microsoft Azure Architect Technologies | 40 Classes | 680 EUR
  AZ-301: Microsoft Azure Architect Design | 32 Classes | 680 EUR

- **Web Developer**
  10975: Introduction to Programming | 40 Classes | 535 EUR
  20480: Programming in HTML5 with JavaScript and CSS3 | 40 Classes | 535 EUR
  20483: Programming in C# | | 40 Classes | 535 EUR
  20486: Developing ASP.NET 4.5 MVC Web Applications | 40 Classes | 535 EUR

- **System Center**
  20703-1: Administering System Center Configuration Manager | 40 Classes | 680 EUR
  20703-2: Integrating MDM and Cloud Services with System Center Configuration Manager | 40 Classes | 680 EUR

- **Skype for Business**
  20334: Core Solutions of Skype for Business 2015 | 40 Classes | 680 EUR
  40409: Deploying Voice Workloads for Skype for Business Online and Server 2015 | 40 Classes | 680 EUR

*Note: Above mentioned prices are VAT excluded*
Cisco Learning Partner

Semos Education is Authorized Cisco Learning Partner. Cisco Learning Partners are the only source of authorized Cisco training. Carefully selected by Cisco Systems, these companies are the only organizations to employ Certified Cisco Systems Instructors and deliver Cisco authorized and approved content, including product-specific training, technology training and certification-preparation courses.

As an added value to the official Cisco training, we offer international Cisco certification where candidates can test their knowledge and gain an Cisco certificate.

Cisco Official Courses and Certification

- **CCNA Routing and Switching Certification**
  
  ICND1 Interconnecting Cisco® Network Devices part 1 v.3.0 | 40 Classes | 820 EUR
  
  ICND2 Interconnecting Cisco® Network Devices part 2 v. 3.0 | 40 Classes | 820 EUR

- **CCNA Security Certification**
  
  IINS 3.0 - Implementing Cisco IOS Network Security | 40 Classes | 1410 EUR

- **CCNA Wireless Certification**
  
  Implementing Cisco Wireless Network Fundamentals (WIFUND) 1.0 | 40 Classes | 1410 EUR

- **CCNP Routing and Switching Certification**
  
  SWITCH Implementing Cisco IP Switched Networks | 40 Classes | 1030 EUR
TSHOOT Troubleshooting and Maintaining Cisco IP Networks | 40 Classes | 1030 EUR
ROUTE Implementing Cisco IP Routing | 40 Classes | 1030 EUR

- **CCNP Security Certification**
  - SISAS - Implementing Cisco Secure Access Solutions | 40 Classes | 1440 EUR
  - SENSS - Implementing Cisco Edge Network Security Solutions | 40 Classes | 1440 EUR
  - SIMOS - Implementing Cisco Secure Mobility Solutions | 40 Classes | 1440 EUR
  - SITCS - Implementing Cisco Threat Control Solutions v. 1.5 | 40 Classes | 1440 EUR

- **CCNP Service Provider Certification**
  - SPROUTE Deploying Cisco Service Provider Network Routing | 40 Classes | 1510 EUR
  - SPADVROUTE Deploying Cisco Service Provider Advanced Network Routing | 40 Classes | 1510 EUR
  - SPCORE Implementing Cisco Service Provider Next-Generation Core Network Services | 40 Classes | 1510 EUR
  - SPEDGE Implementing Cisco Service Provider Next-Generation Edge Network Services | 40 Classes | 1510 EUR

- **CCNP Collaboration Certification**
  - CIPTV1 - Implementing Cisco IP Telephony and Video, Part 1 | 40 Classes | 1460 EUR
  - CIPTV2 - Implementing Cisco IP Telephony and Video, Part 2 | 40 Classes | 1460 EUR
  - CTCOLLAB - Troubleshooting Cisco IP Telephony and Video | 40 Classes | 1460 EUR
  - CAPPS - Implementing Cisco Collaboration Applications | 40 Classes | 1460 EUR

- **CCNP Wireless Certification**
  - WIDESIGN Designing Cisco Wireless Enterprise Networks v1.0 | 40 Classes | 1510 EUR
  - WIDEPLOY Deploying Cisco Wireless Enterprise Networks v1.0 | 40 Classes | 1510 EUR
  - WITSHOOT Troubleshooting Cisco Wireless Enterprise Networks v1.1 | 40 Classes | 1510 EUR
  - WISECURE Securing Cisco Wireless Enterprise Networks v1.0 | 40 Classes | 1510 EUR

- **CCNP Data Center Certification**
  - DCUCI Implementing Cisco Data Center Unified Computing v6.0 | 40 Classes | 2000 EUR
  - DCII Implementing Cisco Data Center Infrastructure v6.0 | 40 Classes | 2000 EUR
  - DCVAI Implementing Cisco Data Center Virtualization and Automation v6.0 | 40 Classes | 2000 EUR
  - DCID Designing Cisco Data Center Infrastructure v6.0 | 40 Classes | 2000 EUR
  - DCIT Troubleshooting Cisco Data Center Infrastructure v6.0 | 40 Classes | 2000 EUR

*Note: Above mentioned prices are VAT excluded*
Semos Education received title OAEC – Oracle Approved Education Center, regional training center for the Oracle formal courses and other Oracle products. Oracle Authorized Training Partners have been carefully chosen by Oracle University to ensure that attendees will receive the highest quality training possible. These kinds of partners are guaranteed to provide: Expert instruction and certification preparation, Training materials developed at Oracle, Instructors certified and approved by Oracle University.

As an added value to the official Oracle training, we offer international Oracle certification where candidates can test their knowledge and gain an Oracle certificate.

**Oracle Official Courses and Certification**

- **OCA for DBA 12c Certification**
  - Oracle Database: Introduction to SQL | 40 Classes | 1. 150 EUR
  - Oracle Database 12c: Administration Workshop NEW | 40 Classes | 1. 150 EUR

- **OCA for DBA 11g Certification**
  - Oracle Database: Introduction to SQL | 40 Classes | 1. 150 EUR
  - Oracle Database 11g: Administration Workshop I Release 2 | 40 Classes | 1. 150 EUR

- **OCP for DBA 11g Certification**
  - Oracle Database: Introduction to SQL | 40 Classes | 1. 150 EUR
  - Oracle Database 11g: Administration Workshop I Release 2 | 40 Classes | 1. 150 EUR
  - Oracle Database 11g: Administration Workshop II Release 2 | 40 Classes | 1. 150 EUR
- **OCP PL/SQL Certification**
  - Oracle Database: Introduction to SQL | 40 Classes | 1.150 EUR
  - Oracle Database 11g: Advanced PL/SQL | 24 Classes | 690 EUR
  - Oracle Database: Program with PL/SQL | 40 Classes | 1.150 EUR

- **Oracle DBA and SQL 12c - NEW**
  - Oracle Database 12c: Performance Management and Tuning | 40 Classes | 1.150 EUR
  - Oracle Database 12c: RAC Administration Ed.1.1 | 40 Classes | 1.120 EUR
  - Oracle Database 12c: Security Preventive Controls Ed1 | 40 Classes | 1.400 EUR
  - Oracle Database 12c: Data Guard Administration | 40 Classes | 1.120 EUR
  - Oracle Database 12c: RAC and Grid Infra Deployment Workshop Ed 1 | 32 Classes | 1.120 EUR
  - Oracle Database 12c: Backup and Recovery Workshop Ed 2 NEW | 40 Classes | 1.150 EUR

- **Oracle, Business Intelligence**
  - Oracle BI 11g R1: Create Analyses and Dashboards | 40 Classes | 1.875 EUR
  - Oracle BI 11g R1: Build Repositories Ed 1 | 40 Classes | 1.150 EUR

- **OCP Developer Forms and Reports**
  - Oracle Database: Program with PL/SQL | 40 Classes | 1.150 EUR
  - Oracle Fusion Middleware 11g: Build Applications with Oracle Forms | 40 Classes | 1.150 EUR
  - Oracle Database: Introduction to SQL NEW | 40 Classes | 1.150 EUR

- **OCP MySQL Developers with PHP**
  - MySQL for Developers | 40 Classes | 1.000 EUR

- **Oracle Solaris 11**
  - Oracle Solaris 11 System Administration Ed 6 | 40 Classes | 1875 EUR
  - Oracle Solaris 11 Advanced System Administration Ed 6 | 40 Classes | 1875 EUR

- **WebLogic Server 12c**
  - Oracle WebLogic Server 12c: Administration I | 40 Classes | 1875 EUR
  - Oracle WebLogic Server 12c: Administration II | 40 Classes | 1875 EUR

- **Oracle OCP Upgrade from 9i, 10g, 11g**
  - Oracle Database 12c R2: New Features for 12c R1 Administrators | 40 Classes | 1150 EUR

*Note: Above mentioned prices are VAT excluded*
Semos Education Center received title OAEC – Oracle Approved Education Center, becoming the first and only regional training center for the application of JAVA formal courses. Semos Education has the exclusive right to conduct JAVA official training with highest world standards defined by Oracle University.

As an added value to the official Oracle training, we offer international Oracle certification where candidates can test their knowledge and gain an Oracle certificate.

**Java (Oracle) Official Courses**

- **OCP, Java Programmer SE8**
  - Java SE 8 Fundamentals | 40 Classes | 1 000 EUR
  - Java SE 8 Programming | 40 Classes | 1 000 EUR
- **Java SE8 New Features**
  - Java SE8 New Features | 16 Classes | 525 EUR
- **OCE, Web Component Developer**
  - Java EE 6: Develop Web Components with Servlets & JSPs | 40 Classes | 1.150 EUR
  - Java EE 6: Develop Web Applications with JSF | 32 Classes | 920 EUR
- **OCE, Web Services Developer**
  - Java EE 6: Develop Web Services with JAX-WS & JAX | 40 Classes | 1.150 EUR
- **OCE, JavaBeans Developer**
  - Java EE 6: Develop Business Components with JMS & EJBs | 32 Classes | 920 EUR

*Note: Above mentioned prices are VAT excluded*
EC Council is leading world organization for education and certification on ethical hackers. Semos Education is an EC-Council Accredited Training Center since 2009.
Semos Education offers official EC-Council courses and opportunity to take official EC-Council exams. Official EC-Council courses contain a full range of skills and knowledge necessary to build and maintain computer networks with information communication security.

**EC-Council Official Courses**

- **CEH Certification**
  Certified Ethical Hacker v10 | 40 Classes | 1250 EUR

- **ECSA/LPT Certification**
  EC-Council Certified Security Analyst (ECSA): Penetration Testing | 40 Classes | 1250 EUR

- **ECIH Certification**
  EC-Council Certified Incident | 16 Classes | 750 EUR

- **CHFI Certification**
  Computer Hacking Forensic Investigator | 40 Classes | 1250 EUR

- **CND Certification**
  Certified Network Defender | 40 Classes | 1000 EUR

- **CSCU Certification**
  Certified Secure Computer User | 16 Classes | 133 EUR

*Note: Above mentioned prices are VAT excluded*
VMware Authorized Training

Semos Education is VMware Authorized Training Center. The main goal of the Authorized Training Center is to deliver official training and curriculum from VMware. Semos Education has been carefully chosen by VMware to ensure that participants will receive the highest quality training possible. Semos Education will deliver relevant official VMware courses, an effective and engaging way delivered by VMware experts. As an added value to the official VMware training, we offer international VMware certification where candidates can test their knowledge and gain an VMware certificate.

VMware Official Courses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Classes</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Datacenter Virtualization</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMware vSphere: Install, Configure, Manage [V6.7]</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1260 EUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMware vSphere: Optimize and Scale [V6.7]</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1260 EUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Desktop and Mobility</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMware Horizon 7: Install, Configure, Manage [V7]</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1260 EUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizon 7: Troubleshooting and Performance Optimization [V7]</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1260 EUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cloud Management and Automation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMware vRealize Automation: Install, Configure, Manage [V7.0]</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1260 EUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMware Cloud Automation: Design and Deploy [V7.1]</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1260 EUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Network Virtualization (VCP6-NV)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSX: Install, Configure, Manage [V6.4]</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1260 EUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSX Troubleshooting &amp; Operations [V6.2]</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1260 EUR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Above mentioned prices are VAT excluded*
Semos Education is an official AWS Training Partner. Through our Authorized AWS instructors, we can provide you with a learning path that’s relevant to you and your organization, so you can get more out of the cloud. We offer classroom based and online training to help you build your cloud skills and enable you to achieve industry-recognized AWS certification.

As an added value to the official AWS training, we offer international AWS certification where candidates can test their knowledge and gain an AWS certificate.

**AWS Official Courses**

- **AWS Authorised Trainings**
  - AWS Business Essentials | 8 Classes | 350 EUR
  - AWS Technical Essentials | 8 Classes | 350 EUR
  - Architecting on AWS | 24 Classes | 800 EUR
  - Advanced Architecting on AWS | 24 Classes | 800 EUR
  - Developing on AWS | 24 Classes | 800 EUR
  - Systems Operations on AWS | 24 Classes | 800 EUR
  - DevOps Engineering on AWS | 24 Classes | 800 EUR

*Note: Above mentioned prices are VAT excluded*
Semos Education has been awarded Accredited Training Provider status for ISTQB Certified Tester Foundation Level (CTFL) and ISTQB Certified Tester Foundation Level – Agile Tester (CTFL-AT) by the UK Testing Board (UKTB). Software testing is a process of executing a program or application with the intent of finding the software bugs. As an added value to the official ISTQB training, we offer international ISTQB certification where candidates can test their knowledge and gain an ISTQB certificate.

*Note: Above mentioned prices are VAT excluded*
Linux courses

We provide Linux training geared to prepare you for Linux certification exams while learning practical Linux skills. Linux training program includes a rich portfolio of classes, from Linux Fundamentals & System Administration to advanced topics such as building embedded Linux Systems.

*Note: Above mentioned prices are VAT excluded
Other Programming Courses

The rapid development of information technology causes major changes in the way people work in their business and private life. To this end, applications, which will allow users to make their everyday lives easier by using them, are increasingly being developed.

These courses are intended for all those who want to become familiar with the basic concepts of programming.

Courses C and C++ Programming are intended for all high school students and employees who intend to learn the most popular programming language C at all times or who want to learn the language which represents the basis of modern programming languages (C# and Java). These courses provide an introduction to the world of programming with C and C++.

C and C++ Programming

- C Programming | 30 classes | 145 EUR
- C++ Programming | 30 classes | 145 EUR

*Note: Above mentioned prices are VAT excluded
The program is designed for young people who want to enter the field of programming and become junior web developers. During the training, the trainees will work on a real project, they will learn how to develop every part of a complex solution in the enterprise industry with MEAN Stack (technologies): GNU/Linux, HTML/CSS, JavaScript/React.js, Node.js and MongoDB, a third-party API.

The program contains 12 modules:

- Introduction to GNU/Linux environment.
- Introduction in the work project and getting familiar with the topics covered.
- Introduction to GIT, setting up the team environment, push the first commit.
- Introduction to HTML/CSS for web developers.
- Learning the basics of programming using Javascript.
- Using GULP for automation of processes during the development of web applications
- Learning the React.js Javascript framework for front-end development
- Back-end development with Node.js
- Databases
- Creation and usage of web services
- Integration of third party API
- Deployment and project launching

*Note: Above mentioned prices are VAT excluded
Stage 1 (HTML5, CSS3, Javascript basics)

The HTML5 training rounds the basics of the frontend portion of web development. By learning HTML5, CSS3 and Javascript we introduce you to the latest tools and standards which are an essential part of making web page or application frontends. By finishing this training, you will not only be able to grasp the concept of frontend technologies, standards and workflows, but also get slowly introduced to other uses and platforms like building backend, mobile and desktop apps.

- HTML5 & CSS3 – I level | 30 classes | 210 EUR
- HTML5 APIs & Javascript – II level | 30 classes | 210 EUR

Stage 2 (Node.js, MongoDB)

Based on the Google Chrome's V8 JavaScript engine, Node.js’s attracted developers who already used JavaScript on the frontend, but also backend developers who needed an event-driven platform for their projects. It now occupies more than a quarter of the developer job offerings. MongoDB is an inseparable part of Node.js. It's object oriented database design, and having JavaScript as an internal processing language, proved that usability and speed is all that matters.

- Node.js & MongoDB | 30 classes | 210 EUR

Stage 3 (React.js)

ReactJS is an open source JavaScript library which is used for building single page applications. It is used for handling interface for web and mobile apps. ReactJS also allows developers to create reusable user interface components. React allows developers to create large web and mobile applications which can change data, without reloading the page.

- React.js | 30 classes | 243 EUR

*Note: Above mentioned prices are VAT excluded*
Programming Courses

Angular 5

The main purpose of this course is to teach the students the benefits of Single page applications, the manner in which they can consume REST APIs, manage the data on frontend, and produce nice User Experience in their web applications.

- Frontend development with Angular 5 | 40 classes | 450 EUR

PHP with MySQL

The objective of this course is to teach new web developers the comprehensive steps for building dynamic, data-driven, interactive websites. Using PHP and MySQL we will demonstrate the entire process of building a content management system.

- PHP with MySQL – I level | 30 classes | 375 EUR
- PHP with MySQL – II level | 30 classes | 375 EUR

*Note: Above mentioned prices are VAT excluded
Go Course

Go, often referred to as Golang, is a programming language created at Google and publicly released in the year of 2009 as an open source project. Go is a statically compiled language, built to resemble C in form and function. The story of Go begins as an internal Google experiment, to create a language which will address the flaws met in other programming languages by keeping only the “good parts”. Go is an extremely easy language to learn. Its basic concepts are drawn to a minimum, and its syntax has been designed to be clean and unambiguous. Mostly used for building distributed systems and microservices, Go has become an irreplaceable tool. One of the key factors that prove that it’s growing community and active development. In the past couple of years, Go has always been in the top 10 programming languages that developers choose for their projects. It’s a mix of simplicity, speed, and ability to act as a system language paved the path to where it is right now, and according to some, towards the future.

- Programming in Go | 30 classes | 291 EUR

Python Courses

Programming in Python has made its comeback – Python in the last few years is one of the most popular programming languages. No matter if you want to develop a desktop or web application or maybe you would like to work on the developing of an Internet web page, Python is the right choice for you. Some of the most well-known organizations that write their codes using Python are YouTube, DropBox, Google and Netflix.

Python’s vast field of usage and flexibility, as well as the simple syntax, are only establishing its status of favorite programming language amongst beginners and professional developers.

- Python – I level | 30 classes | 243 EUR
- Python – II level | 30 classes | 291 EUR

*Note: Above mentioned prices are VAT excluded*
Our Mobile Application Development courses include Android app development and iOS app development. This program is intended for individuals interested in the design, development, or use of mobile device applications, games, or utilities.

This course blends theory and practice to help you build great apps the right way. Learn the basics of Android and Java programming and take the first step on your journey to becoming an Android developer applying all Java features in the context! In this course, you’ll work with instructors step-by-step to build a several practical projects and learn best practices of mobile development. They will also have the best skills in building UI designs, which will further build in more complex applications, as they progress with the study of this mobile platform. You’ll also learn how to use the Git source code management system.

Android Courses

- Android Official Courses
  - Introduction to development of Android Applications | 40 Classes | 219 EUR
  - Development of modern and complex Android applications | 40 Classes | 219 EUR

*Note: Above mentioned prices are VAT excluded*
The Academy organized by Semos Education is intended for people who want to get to know the iOS programming field and become iOS programmers.

The participants will learn how to program through a process of working on real products. Within the 20-week Academy, the participants will develop fully functional mobile apps that will serve them later on as references for their future employment and to launch their career as programmers or upgrade their existing knowledge. The participants will come up with innovative solutions independently, at the same time carrying on the process of building a complete and functional iOS mobile application.

The program contains 5 modules:

- Module 1 – Introduction to the basics of programming in Swift
- Module 2 – Introduction to iOS programming
- Module 3 – Learning advanced data structures and templates for software design
- Module 4 – Creating iOS applications related to services
- Module 5 – Advanced iOS programming

*Note: Above mentioned prices are VAT excluded*
Semos Education is an Adobe Authorized Training Center and offers official training for Adobe software applications. The Adobe Authorized Training Centers held training that is recognized worldwide and which is delivered according to the highest levels of quality, controlled by Adobe Corporation.

The training is delivered by Adobe Certified Instructors according to the official Adobe curriculum which included exercises into the book titles - Classroom in a book. The attendees will gain an official certificate for course attendance issued by Adobe.

As an added value to the Adobe training, we offer international Adobe certification where candidates can test their knowledge and gain Adobe Certified Associate (ACA) certificate in the Certiport Authorized Testing Center.

For the attendees of the official Adobe courses, the appropriate ACA exam is included in the training, with the exception of Adobe After Effects CC training where the ACA exam doesn’t exist.

Adobe Official CC Courses and Certification

- Adobe Photoshop CC + exam | Visual design using Photoshop Certificate | 30 Classes | 195 EUR
- Adobe Illustrator CC + exam | Print & digital media publication using InDesign Certificate | 30 Classes | 195 EUR
- Adobe Animate CC + exam | Multiplatform animation using Animate Certificate | 30 Classes | 195 EUR
- Adobe After Effects CC | 30 Classes | 195 EUR

*Note: Above mentioned prices are VAT excluded*
Semos Education is an Autodesk Authorized Training Center and Autodesk Academic partner. Accelerate your Autodesk training by reaching out to an Autodesk Authorized Training Center (ATC). Work with knowledgeable instructors in quiet classroom settings utilizing sample projects and exercises that emphasize real-world, practical applications. ATC sites around the world offer a variety of courses, and many can help you prepare for an Autodesk Certification.

As an added value to the official Autodesk training, we offer international Autodesk certification where candidates can test their knowledge and gain an Autodesk Certified User (ACU) certificate in the Certiport Authorized Testing Center.

### Autodesk Official Courses and Certification

- **AutoCAD 2D** | 40 Classes | 235 EUR
- **AutoCAD 3D** | 40 Classes | 225 EUR
- **3DS Max & V-Ray** | 40 Classes | 218 EUR
- **3DS Max & V-Ray Advanced** | 40 Classes | 218 EUR
- **Revit Architecture** | 40 Classes | 218 EUR
- **Revit Architecture Advanced** | 40 Classes | 218 EUR
- **Revit Structure** | 40 Classes | 218 EUR
- **Revit MEP** | 40 Classes | 218 EUR
- **Fusion 360** | 40 Classes | 218 EUR
- **Maya** | 40 Classes | 218 EUR

*Note: Above mentioned prices are VAT excluded*
It is time for you to become a Web designer without bothering with coding and programming. If you are a person who wants to design and create professional-looking and original web pages, then this is the course for you. The new UX/UI principles along with Adobe XD can help you turn your dream into reality.

With the new approach in design (User Design) you will be able to create a visual scheme of a fully responsive web page while achieving all the requirements by the client. Stay in track with the contemporary techniques and terms: Personas, User Story, Workflows, Wireframing, Mock-up, Prototyping and sharing, Testing and feedback.

- Design of prototype web site (UX/UI Design & Adobe XD) | 30 Classes | 195 EUR
- Multiplatform Animations using Adobe Animate CC Web animation | 30 Classes | 195 EUR
- Web optimization and analytics (SEO optimization, Google Analytics & Ads) | 36 Classes | 200 EUR

*Note: Above mentioned prices are VAT excluded*
ITIL Courses

ITIL® (IT Infrastructure Library) is the most accepted framework for IT Service Management (ITSM) in the world. Over 1.5 million professionals have earned one or more ITIL® certificates. ITIL® consists of a coherent set of best practices drawn from many public and business sectors. ITIL® is the appropriate framework for organizations that (regularly) deal with supplying, using or supporting IT services.

As an added value to the official ITIL training, we offer international ITIL certification where candidates can test their knowledge and gain an ITIL certificate.

ITIL Official Courses

- ITIL V4 Foundation | 24 Classes | 600 EUR
- ISO/IEC 20000 Foundation | 16 Classes | 400 EUR
- Information Security Based on ISO/IEC 27002 Foundation | 16 Classes | 400 EUR
- ITIL Intermediate. Service Operation | 24 Classes | 900 EUR
- ITIL Intermediate. Service Transition | 24 Classes | 900 EUR
- ITIL Intermediate. Service Strategy | 24 Classes | 900 EUR
- ITIL Intermediate. Service Design | 24 Classes | 900 EUR

*Note: Above mentioned prices are VAT excluded*
SCRUMstudy is the global accreditation body for Scrum and Agile certifications. It has authored the SBOK™ Guide as a comprehensive guide to deliver successful projects using Scrum. SCRUMstudy works through its large global partner network of Authorized Training Providers (A.T.P.s) to deliver training and certification.

Semos Education is an Authorized Training Provider for SCRUMstudy courses.

As an added value to the official Scrum training, we offer international Scrum certification where candidates can test their knowledge and gain an Scrum certificate.

- Agile Scrum Master | 20 Classes | 600 EUR
- Agile Scrum Product Owner | 16 Classes | 670 EUR
- Agile Scrum Developer | 16 Classes | 620 EUR

*Note: Above mentioned prices are VAT excluded
Semos Education is a provider of official Project Management courses, which are based on PMI Methodology. Semos Education provides training allowing the attendees to gather globally recognized credentials that certify project management expertise, which can be used in official certification for PMP and CAPM.

Project Management Courses

- Project Management – Basic course | 18 Classes | 250 EUR
- PMP® and CAPM® Certification | 18 Classes | 600 EUR
- Project Management - Advanced Techniques | 35 Classes | 550 EUR
- Project Management Portfolio | 16 Classes | 350 EUR
- Business Process Management | 28 Classes |  
- Business Analysis | 16 Classes |

*Note: Above mentioned prices are VAT excluded
DevOps Agile Skills Association (DASA) is an open global community for DevOps and Agile Skills development. It is organized as a community-driven organization open for participating member organizations to help define role-based competencies and learning curricula. The DASA competence model identifies 8 knowledge areas and 4 skills and behavior areas that are relevant in DevOps. Every professional operating in a DevOps team requires all 12 competencies in varying degree. This is described in the DASA professional qualification program. DASA provides a competency model that demonstrates what those requirements are, and helps individuals, teams and organizations address their skill gap through DASA qualifications.

DASA DevOps Course

- Certified DASA DevOps Fundamentals course | 24 Classes | 680 EUR

*Note: Above mentioned prices are VAT excluded*
Semos Academy for Graphic Design
1 year Vocational Education

550 Classes | Specialist exam | 2.550 EUR

If you possess a strong creative sense and enjoy working with computers, then your future professions definitely a Graphic Designer. You’ve chosen an interesting and creative profession which allows you to work from home, or as a team worker, in marketing agencies or design studios. It is a profession that offers you unlimited possibilities and expands your horizons by developing your professional career.

- Basics of Information Technology
- Communication with a Client
- Career and Entrepreneurship
- Basics of marketing
- Raster Graphic (Adobe Photoshop)
- Vector Graphic (Adobe Illustrator)
- Desktop publishing (Adobe InDesign)
- Basics of drawing
- Art aesthetic principles
- Process Design
- Typography
- Pre-press for printing
- Graphic Design Forms
- Image manipulation
- Digital Illustration
- Corporative identity
- Publication Design
- Graphic Designer Portfolio

**Elective modules:**
- Basics of photography
- Motion Graphic (Adobe After Effects)
- UX/UI Design & Adobe XD

*Note: Above mentioned prices are VAT excluded

Verification Documents: Specialist diploma - Graphic Designer, 3 International Adobe Certified Associate Certificates in Photoshop, Illustrator and Animate.
If you are a person who wants to design and program professional and original websites, then the right profession for you is a Web Designer. This profession of the 21st century combines creativity, technology, web optimization and analytics. Keep up to date with the new UX/UI user principles, create a fully customized website design, and develop a dynamic website with all the required functionalities and databases.

- Basics of Information Technology
- Communication with a Client
- Career and Entrepreneurship
- Internet Marketing and SEO/SEM Optimization
- Raster Graphic (Adobe Photoshop)
- Vector Graphic (Adobe Illustrator)
- Clients Web Technologies - HTML, CSS
- Web Multimedia
- UX/UI User Principles
- Web Design Process
- Clients Web Technologies - JavaScript
- Servers Web Technologies with data bases
- Web Project Management
- Web Site Design
- Web Design Implementation
- Development of dynamic web site
- Server Environment and Web operations
- Web Designer Portfolio

**Elective modules:**
- Web Animation (Adobe Animate)
- Digital Video (Adobe Premiere Pro)
- Basics of photography

*Note: Above mentioned prices are VAT excluded*

**Verification Documents:** Specialist diploma - Web Designer, 3 International Adobe Certified Associate Certificates in Photoshop, Illustrator and InDesign
NEW Autodesk Certified Academy for Interior Design is an introduction into the fascinating world of Interiors. Whether you want to gain a foundation in the basics of interior design, launch a career in this dynamic area or start your own business we have the course for you. The Autodesk Certified Interior Design Academy is dedicated to providing practical Interior Design courses that will enable students to pursue professional careers in Interior Design. Upon completion of the training, you will gain 5 international certificatess.

**With the Interior Design Academy, we give you all tools to succeed.**

- Design Theory
- Space Planning
- Materials
- AutoCAD
- Revit
- 3DS Max | V-Ray
- Photoshop
- FormIt
- Portfolio
- Career and Entrepreneurship

*Note: Above mentioned prices are VAT excluded*
Microsoft Office 2016

The merging of business administration, computer culture and education is the reality of today’s world. These courses have been created not only for business people but also for those who are yet to enter the business world. They enable fast and efficient preparation of various types of text documents, precise and correct results within spreadsheet calculations, their graphical representation, as well as preparation of a professional presentation for different types of reports, projects and theses. For individual course attendance, you receive a voucher with 50 Euro value, for taking an exam for international MOS certificate. The MOS (Microsoft Office Specialist) certificate is recognized everywhere in the world and is one of the most wanted certificates for employment as a confirmation for possessing the skills for MS Office applications.

MS Office 2016 courses

- Windows 10 & MS Word 2016 + Microsoft Office Specialist exam for MS Word 2016 | 30 classes | 95 EUR
- MS Excel 2016 + Microsoft Office Specialist exam for MS Excel 2016 | 21 classes | 95 EUR
- MS PowerPoint 2016 + Microsoft Office Specialist exam for MS PowerPoint 2016 | 21 classes | 95 EUR
- MS Access 2016 + Microsoft Office Specialist exam for MS Access 2016 | 30 classes | 125 EUR
- Advanced MS Excel 2016 | 30 classes | 120 EUR
- MS Project 2016 | 30 classes | 160 EUR

*Note: Above mentioned prices are VAT excluded*
Semos Education’s Career Center will help you save your time and money in recruiting and selecting highly qualified candidates. Semos Education has a database of over 60,000 potential candidates, specialized both in software and IT, as well as other disciplines.

Who can benefit from the Career Center?

- **Companies**
  Recruiting, Training, Continuing professional development
- **Corporate sector**
- **Small and Medium Size Businesses**
- **Individuals**
  New workforce looking for the first employment, experienced workforce looking for retraining and additional education: students, graduate and professionals
- **Institutions**
  Universities, government agencies, chambers and Industry associations
Our Services for Companies

- **SERVICE 1**
  List of 3 selected candidates from our database.

- **SERVICE 2**
  Individual career plan for employees (by position and session). Workforce planning – Expert advice on the HR planning and development of your company.
  All our career planning experts are GCDF certified.

- **SERVICE 3**
  Consulting sessions with experts in relevant fields, including trainers, consultants, people from practice - for companies or individuals.

- **SERVICE 4**
  Provision of highly qualified experts for the company (tender project, current job).

- **SERVICE 5**
  Services in the field of human resources and administration.

- **SERVICE 6**
  Interview and testing (psychological and technical).

- **SERVICE 7**
  Mentorship programs

Our Services for Individuals

- Writing CV and motivation letter training
- Individual Career Consulting
- Preparing a CV
- Preparing a CV and motivation letter
- Training for soft skills
Semos Education’s team consists of 30 full-time employees and 96 external certified trainers. Our trainers are highly educated professionals, with many years of experience in this field. Trainers are being continuously trained in the world famous software companies. After a rigorous evaluation and passing 2-7 exams, depending on the vendor’s requirements, trainers can deliver official and authorized training.
OUR TEAM

Microsoft Trainers & Certifications
14 MCT - Microsoft Certified Trainers
1 MVP (Most Valuable Professional) for SQL Server

Microsoft Office Trainers
7 MOS - Microsoft Office Specialists

Oracle Certified Trainers
6 OCT Oracle Certified Trainers

Cisco Certified Trainers
3 CCSI - Certified Cisco Systems Instructors

EC-Council Certified Trainers
2 CEI - Certified EC-Council Instructors

VMware Certified Trainers
2 VCP - VMware Certified Professionals

ITIL Trainers & Certifications
2 ITIL Certified Trainers

ISTQB Certified Trainers
4 ISTQB Certified Trainers

AWS Certified Trainers
1 AWS Certified Trainers

Autodesk Certified Instructors
7 ACI - Autodesk Certified Instructors in AutoCAD | Maya | Revit | 3DS Max | Fusion

Adobe Certified Instructors
8 Adobe Certified Instructors in Photoshop | Illustrator | After Effects
InDesign | PremierPro

2 PHP Trainers | 8 HTML Trainers | 4 JavaScript Trainers | 1 Python Trainer

2 MS Project | 2 C Trainers | 4 C++ Trainers

3 Project Management Trainers
1 Android Trainers
3 IOS Trainers
OUR ACHIEVEMENTS

EC- Council awarded Semos Education with Best Newcomer of the Year 2010 award
The president and the management of EC- Council awarded Semos Education with Best Newcomer of the Year 2010 award.

European Bank for Reconstruction and Development - Winner of a woman in business award, 2011
Valentina Taseva, Semos Education's CEO, was awarded the first prize: Women in Business – Outstanding Achievement in Industry.

Best Marketing Solution Award
Semos Education was awarded the first prize for best marketing solutions for the campaign “I chose Semos Education” at Microsoft Leading Learning Partners Summit, 2013.
OUR ACHIEVEMENTS

Best success story
Certiporrt has chosen 2014 Adobe project as one of the best success stories and filmed a video about the project.

Success story Award
Oracle has chosen 2015 project for Employment Agency as one of the best success stories.

Sustainable values
Marili Agency awarded Valentina Taseva for a “Woman Manager leading the company for successfully for 20 years”

Superbrands Choice
Semos Education is elected in the club of the best brands for six years in a row 2011/2017. Semos Education, as a brand with a high average score, is invited to actively capitalize their status using the token prize Superbrands choice.

Entrepreneurs of the century
Semos Education and Valentina Taseva were awarded by the International Committee for the prestigious prize and recognition “Entrepreneurs of the century” on the basis of the values expressed in the work.
OUR LATEST PROJECTS

Projects for Employment

Semos Education in collaboration with the Employment Agency of Republic of Macedonia since 2013, have provided training and certification for unemployed people. More than 5000 unemployed people applied and were subjected to testing in the specific IT field of interest. In order to acquire the appropriate certification, candidates had to attend a certain number of courses and pass several exams.

Career Center

Semos Education’s Career Center helps in recruiting and selecting highly qualified candidates. Semos Education has a database of over 60,000 potential candidates, specialized both in software and IT, as well as another discipline. To guarantee successful personnel recruitment and selection, the Career Center’s team includes professionals with vast experience in HR and technical skills, with specific relation to software and IT industries.

Scholarships

Semos Education each year awards scholarships in order to support young and talented individuals. Scholarships are awarded in the Academy for Graphic & Web Design and for official training for Microsoft, Cisco, Oracle, EC-Council, Adobe and Autodesk.

Mentorships programs

Students in Semos Education work under the mentorship of some of the best companies in the region. Mentors can offer internship or employment to the best students.

New classroom

Semos Education opened new office in November 2018 on a second location in Belgrade, Serbia.
“Empowering the team - every team member is given the opportunity to have meaningful influence in the company and offer positive impact to the society”

- Valentina Taseva  CEO of Semos Education
Our employees and trainers are regularly invited on world Microsoft conferences and they have held presentations in their line of expertise.

Conferences where Semos Education professionals have been taking place either as presenters or instructors are:

Microsoft TechEd North America 2010 – New Orleans, USA
Microsoft TechEd Europe 2010 - Berlin, Germany
Vizija – Microsoft Conference 2003 until 2012 – Skopje, Macedonia
WinDays 2003 until 2012 - Opatija, Croatia
Microsoft TechEd 2007/2008/2009 - Orlando, Florida, USA
Microsoft TechEd 2006 - Boston, Massachusetts, USA
Microsoft IT Forum 2005 until 2010 - Barcelona, Spain
DevReach 2011 - Sofia, Bulgaria
Mobility Day 2009/2010 – Zagreb, Croatia
SQL Tuneln 2011 – Zagreb, Croatia
MVP Summit 2010/2012 - Seatle, USA
Kulen Dayz 2008/2013 - Osijek, Croatia
TechEd Europe 2012 – Amsterdam, Netherlands
TechEd Europe 2013 – Madrid, Spain
LLPA Leading Learning Partner Association Summit 2013/2014/2015/2016/2017/2018
TechEd Europe 2014 – Barcelona, Spain
Microsoft Ignite 2015 – Chicago, USA
Microsoft Ignite 2016 – Atlanta, USA
Microsoft Ignite 2017 – Orlando, USA
Autodesk conference, 2015 – Barcelona, Spain
Microsoft in Education Global Training Partner Summit 2016 – Copenhagen, Denmark
Learning Decoded 2017 – Vienna, Austria
WeAreDevelopers World Congress 2018 – Vienna, Austria
Excel Days 2018 – Sofia, Bulgaria
PM Conference PSC, PMI Serbia Chapter “Leadership- Challenge accepted” 2018 – Belgrade, Serbia
Certiport Global Partner Summit, Los Angeles, USA, 2015, 2017
Western Balkan Digital Summit, Skopje, Macedonia, 2018
Western Balkan Digital Summit, Belgrade, Serbia 2019
AWS Skills Day, Skopje Macedonia, 2018
AWS Skills Day, Belgrade, 2019
YuInfo, Kopaonik, Serbia, 2019

WWW.SEMOSEDU.COM
OUR CLIENTS

Action Centrum, Poland
Aerospace Industrial Maintenance, Norway
Akademika, Bosnia
Albanian Government
Alb Telecom, Albania
Albanian Patents and Trademarks Office
Aleat Safran, Albania
Algebra, Croatia
Alpha bank, Albania
AMC, Albania
Arrow ECS, Finland
Asseco SEE, Europe
BelleAir, Albania
Bitnet, Romania
BKT, Albania
British Embassy, Macedonia
Computas As, Norway
Comptrain, Netherlands
Cornerstone, Sweden
Council of Ministers, Albania
Delegation of EU
Eagle Mobile, Albania
Evry AS Trondheim, Norway
Fastech, Albania
FeBank, Albania
General Department of Taxes, Albania
General Directorate of Civil State, Albania
Glasspaper, Norway
Government of Republic of Albania
Hewlett Packard, Bulgaria
Horizon, Albania
Infosoft, Albania
Intech +, Albania
Intesa SanPaolo Bank of Albania,

Iskratel, Macedonia
ITCE, Bulgaria
Johnson Controls, Bulgaria
Kompas xNet, Slovenia
Kongsberg Maritime As, Norway
National Agency for Information Society, Albania
National Registration Center, Albania
NATO HQ, Macedonia
Norsk Helsenett As, Norway
ProCredit bank, Albania
Public Procurement Agency, Albania
QUIPU, Germany
Raiffeisen Bank, Albania
S&T, Albania
Scania, Norway
Sharcem, Kosovo
Sinteza, Albania
Supreme State Audit, Albania
Thon Hotels, Norway
UN, Europe
Union Bank, Albania
Vialto consulting, Hungary
Vodafone, Albania
IT companies:
AMC
Anhoch
Asseco
Ericsson
Infinite Solutions
King ICT
Login Systems
Makpetrol Dell
Neocom
Neotel
Onnet
S&T
Seavus
SIMT

Banks:
Alfa Bank
Commercial Bank
Halk Bank
National Bank of Macedonia
Ohridska Bank Société Générale
ProCredit Bank
Sparkasse
Stopanska Bank
TTK Bank
NLB Tutunska Bank
World Bank

NGO:
CRS
Danish Refugee Council
International Red Cross
NDI
Open the Windows
OXFAM
OXO
Soros Open Society Institute
SOS Children’s Village
UNDP
UNHCR
UNICEF Prishtina
USAID Prishtina

Government:
Agency for Privatization
Government of the Republic of Macedonia
Ministry of Agriculture
Ministry of Culture
Ministry of Defense
Ministry of Economy
Ministry of Education and Science
Ministry of Finance
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Ministry of Health
Ministry of Information Society
Ministry of Internal Affairs
Ministry of Justice
Ministry of Labor and Social Politics
Ministry of Science
Ministry of Transport

Media:
Dnevnik - Daily newspaper
Kanal 5 Television
Kapital – Monthly newspaper
Macedonian National Television
Media Print Macedonia - MPM
Tea Moderna
Telma TV
Vecer - Daily newspaper
Vest

Projects:
AVRM Employment Agency of RM
European Agency for Reconstruction
British Embassy - SWAT Project
British Embassy - Project for hearing impaired teens
Project Agency for Privatization
Project MCMS - Macedonian Center for International Cooperation
Project PharePAR and Ministry of Justice
Project Proxima
Other large scale projects:

Alkaloid
Assembly of Center community
British Council
Computer training for professors
Concrete Factory Usje
Construction Company Mavrovo
Council for radio diffusion
Delta Sport
DHL Skopje
Economic chamber of Macedonia
EVN - Part of EVN Austria
Fakom
Feni
Fersped
Fund for international and regional roads
German technical support - GIZ
Hypo-Alpe-Adria
JPAU
JSP Skopje
Judicial Budget Council
KIBS Clearing House
Kola
National Lottery
Macedonian Roads
Meat Industry Mega
Archelor Mittal Steel
MZT Pumpi
One Telecom
Pelagonija
Pliva Pharmaceuticals
Post offices
Prilep Brewery
Public Company for Water Supply
QBE Insurance MACEDONIA
Republic institution for development of social activities
Skopje Fair
T - home - Deutche Telecom
T - mobile - Deutche Telecom
Imperial Tobacco, Skopje
VIP Telecom Operator
Wurth
Zegin
Zito Luks

Design and multimedia:

Publicis
Datapons
Pixel Print
Trimax Cartography
Matrix Trade
Tab Tale
Capital
Market Vision
Pro Design
Toper
Smart Solution
Marili
Media Solutions
IDEA SEE
Tik Tak Audio
Apriori Communications
Brinner CS
Media Siti Plus
Ri Grafika
WE SHARE KNOWLEDGE

IT Education Training Center
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info@semosedu.com